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•  ROOM LAYOUT:

-  Ensure that your video conferencing room has a clear 
focal point where you can mount the screen.

-  A particular room’s layout and seating positioning 
should always match its function (i.e. as an auditorium, 
boardroom, or pause area with digital signage).

-  The positioning of your AV solutions should ensure 
optimal lines of sight for all occupants as well as the 
optimal projection lines and field of view for each piece of 
equipment.

•  LIGHTING:

- Electrical lighting in AV enhanced rooms require special 
lighting/darkening strategies for note taking and media 
projection. The lighting fixtures should not block the 
projection path or place too much light on the screen 
surface.

- Lots of large windows can create an issue for video 
conferencing etc. with all of the external light 
coming in.

- Correctly positioning lights relative to AV equipment 
in your meeting or presentation venue will prevent 
reflections and glare that can result from placing lights too 
close to screens or projectors.

•  ACOUSTICS:

-  Avoid locating AV rooms close to noisy environments 
such as canteens and other high traffic areas.

- If confidential discussions that utilise AV equipment are 
going to take place in a particular room then consider 
installing a masking solution that makes it impossible for 
outsiders to discern what’s being discussed or viewed.

- Ensure that your presentation or video conferencing 
venue doesn’t have a lot of large windows that can create 
an echo effect.

•  ELECTRICAL:

- In rooms featuring multiple AV solutions, there should be 
a power panel dedicated to the venue’s AV requirements 
and isolated from the other electrical needs of the room.

•  CEILING HEIGHT:

- The seating capacity requirements of an AV venue, as 
well as the placement and size of the screens being 
installed, will determine the ceiling height of the space 
being designed.

Omega will work with your building architects and contractors to design and 
install tailor-made Audio Visual solutions for your business. Below are some 
of the most significant AV design considerations to take into account during 
the construction or renovation phase of your building project:

These are just a few examples of the AV-related design elements to consider during the construction or renovation 
phase of your building project. Contact Omega today to learn more about how we can work with your architects and 
contractors to design and install business-critical Audio Visual collaboration solutions for your company.


